CASE STUDY:

Labor-Management-Community
Collaboration in Springﬁeld
Public Schools
About Our Case Studies

Introduction

With each Case Study,
we conduct an in-depth
examination of a single
initiative to extract
lessons learned and
promising practices.
The Case Study series is
another way in which the
Rennie Center focuses
attention on key issues,
provides insight and
perspective, and helps
shape an effective public
agenda in Massachusetts.

Few people hail teachers’ unions as leaders of education reform. Teachers’ unions
are routinely characterized as part of the problem, protecting the interests of mem
bers at the expense of quality instruction and exercising unchecked political power.
School districts fare little better in the public eye; they are often perceived as large,
ineffective bureaucracies which perpetuate under-performance among low-income
and minority students. Furthermore, community involvement in public education
reform, though a widespread phenomenon, is largely unrecognized in the national
policy debate about the future of schools. Given this, it is difficult to imagine three
less likely partners in education reform than a local teachers’ union (labor), district
leaders (management), and local organizations and foundations (community). Yet
the work of some education and community leaders has shown that collaboration
between labor, management, and community has the potential to build capacity and
improve student learning.
In districts where such partnerships take place, the focus is on collective im
pact—the process and outcome of getting leaders from different groups to work
together in concert to solve complex social problems.1 When teachers’ unions,
community organizations, businesses, politicians, and school districts share goals
and resources through daily collaboration, the effects of poverty and inequity can
be mitigated, and student achievement can rise.2 Evidence shows that in order for
student learning to improve, adult behaviors must become more collaborative and
student-focused.3 However, few examples of genuine labor-management-commu
nity collaboration in U.S. public schools exist. This is despite the growing need for
collaborative approaches brought on by new teacher evaluation policies, changing
teacher workforce demographics, growing school- and staff-level accountability,
and recent emphasis on improving the international competitiveness of the U.S.
education system.

Lessons Learned from Collaboration in Springﬁeld, Massachusetts
Work by union, district, and community leaders in Springfield Public Schools (SPS)
offers one compelling picture of labor-management-community collaboration in
practice. Eight years ago, the Rennie Center for Education Research & Policy, an
independent, non-partisan research and policy organization, approached district and
union leaders in Massachusetts about building more collaborative district-union
relationships. SPS and the Massachusetts Teachers Association’s local afﬁliate,
Springfield Education Association (SEA), joined as original members of the Rennie
Center Labor-Management Initiative in 2003 (see page 6 for additional information
about the Rennie Center Labor-Management Initiative). With facilitative support
from Rennie Center founder Paul Reville, SEA President Timothy Collins and
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then-Superintendent Joseph Burke worked together through the Labor-Management Initiative to develop a common
definition of a successful school, administer a comprehensive school-based survey across the district, implement an
instructional coaching program, and craft a new teacher evaluation system.
With continued support from the Rennie Center, the collaborative efforts endured the departure of Superintendent
Burke in 2008 and accelerated under the leadership of Superintendent Alan Ingram. Today, union leaders sit on
the district’s senior leadership team and budget committee. Union and district leaders present together to teachers,
principals, and the school committee, and support each other on potentially controversial issues. The district-union
collaboration is building community and business partnerships, expanding family engagement programming, and
supporting school-based instructional leadership and shared decision-making. As part of its effort to receive a $1.25
million grant from the National Education Association Foundation, Springfield formed a five-organization coalition
to serve as an organizing hub for all the collaborative efforts between the district, union, and community. Members
of the Springfield Collaboration for Change (SCC) include Springfield Public Schools, Springfield Education As
sociation, Irene E. & George A. Davis Foundation, Hampden County Regional Employment Board, and the United
Way of Pioneer Valley.
In the process of deepening collaboration, adults in the system reported working together more effectively; com
munication between district and union leaders was more frequent and productive, and follow-up surveys showed
improved teacher-administrator relations. In terms of student achievement, since 2008, the percentage of Spring
field students proficient or above on the English language arts state test was up seven points; math increased by two
points.4 In high school, the percentage of tenth grade students proficient or above in math and English language arts
increased four and fourteen points, respectively, during the same period.5 These gains are modest, but to district and
union leaders, a sign of forward momentum for the second largest school system in Massachusetts.6

Methods of the Study
This study used a qualitative inquiry strategy that incorporated interviews, field notes, and document review into a case
study design.7 Sources of data included newspaper articles, newsletters, research reports, collective bargaining agreements, and websites. In addition, 15 district, union, and community leaders were interviewed. In all, over 600 pages of
documents and 18 hours of interviews were analyzed.

Springfield’s journey toward labor-management-community collaboration has been long and filled with detours—
superintendent and school committee turnover, municipal insolvency, state intervention in low-performing schools,
and a severe economic recession. Future challenges, such as Ingram’s departure as superintendent in July 2012, will
continue to test the durability of the partnership. Yet, there are still important lessons to be learned from the Spring
field story. From the Rennie Center’s work in labor-management relations and current research in Springfield, five
key lessons emerge. The goal is not for communities to simply replicate the systems and structures Springfield uses
to collaborate, but to learn and apply the key lessons to their local contexts.
L E S S O N 1 : Use data to maintain focus and drive action plans that center on student needs.
L E S S O N 2 : Expect unexpected disruptions to collaboration, and do not give up when they occur.
L E S S O N 3 : Build collaborative structures and relationships that extend beyond the superintendent’s office.
L E S S O N 4 : Rely on third-party facilitators to initiate difficult discussions, keep conversations productive, and

maintain momentum.
L E S S O N 5 : Invite community organizations to lead on-the-ground efforts to improve student learning, and in

volve community leaders in district leadership teams.
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Setting the Stage: Collaboration Emerges from Chaos
The city of Springfield and its public schools had a chaotic start to the 21st century. A long decline in Springfield’s
manufacturing-based economy, reduction in state aid relative to other cities, failed attempts at new job creation,
mismanagement, and corruption led to the city’s insolvency in 2004.8 The Commonwealth provided a $52 million
interest-free loan, and Springfield avoided bankruptcy. As a condition of the loan, a state-appointed five-member
Financial Control Board (FCB) took over all aspects of the city government, including its public schools.9 The
near-bankruptcy of Springfield and loss of local control were only a few of the challenges facing Springfield Public
Schools (SPS) at the time. When the FCB came into power in July 2004, teachers had been without a contract and
had not received a pay increase for two years.10 At the same time, Springfield witnessed a significant increase in
the percentage of low-income students attending SPS, which in turn, put strain on the system’s resources.11 Finally,
student achievement was amongst the lowest in the Commonwealth. In 2004, only about half of students graduated
from high school in four years, the percentage of students proficient or above in English language arts remained in
the mid-30s for all tested grades (36, 35, and 32 percent in grades 4, 7, and 10, respectively), and only a quarter of
fourth graders and fewer than one in ten eighth graders were proficient or above in math.12
From 2004 through 2007, under the direction of the FCB, the problems facing SPS appeared to worsen. After an ac
rimonious and protracted negotiation with the FCB that included a state-imposed mediation process, the Springfield
Education Association (SEA) agreed to a contract in September 2006. Nevertheless, the agreement was not wel
comed by the union members, and the working relationship between teachers and the district quickly deteriorated.
Collins put it bluntly: “Basically they had us in a corner with a gun to our heads. We got the best deal that we could
for our teachers.” Despite efforts to improve working conditions for teachers, Burke took much of the blame. In an
unprecedented move, the SEA issued a vote of no confidence in Burke, charging him with being “divisive,” “disin
genuous,” “dishonest,” and “promoting radical, untested, and dangerous ideas.” Over 80 percent of teachers turned
out to vote, and 96 percent indicated they had no confidence in Burke as their leader.13
Teachers fled the uncertainty, stress, and low pay for nearby districts; after the first year of FCB control, the district
experienced the largest exodus of licensed teachers in a single year.14 Over the tenure of the FCB, SPS had to hire
1,800 new teachers, representing nearly 70 percent of the district’s teaching force.15

Collaboration Emerges
Throughout this period of contentious relations and massive teacher turnover, SPS Superintendent Burke and SEA
President Collins had been quietly meeting behind the scenes about how to build a stronger relationship between the
district and union.16 The Rennie Center and then-President Reville played a crucial role in these ongoing discussions.
As an independent education think tank, the Rennie Center acted as a neutral third party in a polarized environment.
At the same time, Reville’s facilitative leadership helped Burke and Collins look beyond the FCB-era and commit to
working together.
The first clear sign of district-union collaboration came in the fall of 2004, when Burke and Collins formed Spring
field’s Joint Labor-Management Initiative. The Joint Labor-Management Initiative (JLMI) was a seven-member
team composed of three union members, three district representatives, and a school board member, designed to cre
ate action plans to improve district-union collaboration.17 As its first task, the JLMI team embarked on the Definition
of a Successful School project. Over the next 18 months, the team met a dozen times to develop and agree on the
characteristics of a successful school. Completed in February 2006, the Definition of a Successful School created a
common definition of success for public schools in Springfield, focused on improving student achievement, and set
objectives for all stakeholders—students, parents, teachers, and administrators (see Appendix A). Despite complet
ing the work, the JLMI team waited to release the Definition. Contract negotiations between SEA and the FCB had
turned hostile; consequently, Collins felt SEA could not issue a joint-release of the document in such an environ
ment. With encouragement and support from Reville, the JLMI team finally released the Definition to teachers and
the community in January 2007.
Rennie Center for Education Research and Policy
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The KEYS Survey
To the members on the JLMI team, the next natural step was to see if public schools in Springfield had the charac
teristics of a successful school, as described in the Definition.18 Team members discussed their options and decided
that a survey was the best route to gathering detailed information on all the schools in the district, efficiently and
transparently. They reviewed several different surveys before selecting the National Education Association-designed
KEYS survey, which uses 42 indicators to measure six keys to school improvement work.19
The KEYS survey initiative was announced in a joint letter to all staff members from Collins and Burke, and the
online survey was carefully administered in March 2007.20 In the end, over 80 percent of district teachers and admin
istrators completed the 45-minute survey. To analyze the district-level data, the JLMI team expanded to 20 members
with equal district and union representation. The renamed KEYS Steering Committee began meeting in the fall of
2007. The first few meetings were divisive; teachers and administrators spent most of the time blaming each other for
the school-based problems highlighted in the survey.21
The team continued to meet through the fall. Progress was slow, but team members began to see that Burke and
Collins were serious about collaborating.22 After 25 hours of meetings and many difficult conversations, members of
the Steering Committee finally reached consensus. The Committee decided to focus on three indicators they be
lieved were critical to student success that showed a need for improvement in SPS: 1) The school operates under the
assumption that all students can learn; 2) The school provides a safe environment for learning; and 3) Teachers are
involved in decisions about school operations.23 With facilitation from Reville and a representative from the Massa
chusetts Teachers Association state office, the Committee worked on creating goals and action steps, and rolling out
the findings to schools.24

Timeline of Important Events
2003
Springfield joins Rennie
Center’s Labor-Management
Initiative. Paul Reville begins
facilitating discussions with
district and union leaders.
2001
Burke hired as
superintendent.

2005
SEA issues a vote
of no confidence in
Burke.

2007
Winter: Definition of a
Successful School released.
KEYS survey launched.
Fall: KEYS Steering Committee
begins analyzing survey results.

Burke Superintendency 2001-08
2004
Summer: Springfield declares
insolvency. The state issues a
$52 million loan to prevent
bankruptcy. Financial Control
Board (FCB) takes over city
government.
Fall: Burke and Springfield
Education Association (SEA)
President Collins formally launch
the Joint Labor-Management
Initiative.
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2011
Spring: Collaboration Schools
implement SCC initiative
reforms.
Fall: ILT merged into the
Senior Leadership Team
(SLT), Collins and deProsse
become members of the SLT.
MA announced as Race
to the Top (RTTT) grant
recipient.

2006
Winter: Definition
of a Successful
School completed.
Fall: SEA signs
teacher contract.

Ingram Superintendency 2008-12
2008
Summer: Burke leaves
as superintendent,
Ingram hired.
FCB relinquishes control
of city and school district.
Fall: Ingram appoints
Collins and Nancy
deProsse to Instructional
Leadership Team (ILT).

2010
Winter: Springfield
awarded $1.25 million
grant from NEA
Foundation.
Springfield Collaboration
for Change (SCC) launched.
Spring: Interest-based
bargaining (IBB)-process
fails.
Level 4 schools announced.

Key Actors in Springfield’s Collaboration
More than a dozen people have played important roles in sustaining the collaborative partnership in Springfield.
Below is an alphabetical list of some of the key players involved in the day-to-day efforts over the years:
Andrew Bundy, Partner, Community Matters: Bundy is the co-founder of Community Matters, a firm that helps public and private sector institutions develop high-impact strategies to benefit children, youth, and families. He has been
a Rennie Center-supported facilitator of labor-management-community collaboration work in Springfield since 2008.
Joseph Burke, Former Superintendent, Springfield Public Schools: Burke served as Springfield superintendent for
over seven years, from 2001 to 2008. He worked previously as an administrator in Dade County Public Schools in
Florida. Burke is currently the superintendent of Lee County Public Schools in Ft. Myers, Florida.
Timothy Collins, President, Springfield Education Association: Collins taught middle school and junior high math in
Springfield Public Schools for 25 years. He has served as the Springfield Education Association president since 1996.
Nancy deProsse, UniServ Director, Massachusetts Teachers Association; Project Director, Springfield Collaboration
for Change: deProsse worked over 20 years as an organizer for the United Auto Workers in Massachusetts. She
has been a Massachusetts Teachers Association representative with Springfield Public Schools since 2006. In 2011,
deProsse was appointed project director of the Springfield Collaboration for Change.
Alan Ingram, Superintendent, Springfield Public Schools: Ingram served in the U.S. Air Force for 22 years before
retiring to work as an administrator in the Oklahoma City Public Schools. A graduate of the Broad Superintendents
Academy, he has been the superintendent in Springfield since 2008.
Paul Reville, Founder and Former President, Rennie Center for Education Research & Policy; Massachusetts Secretary
of Education: Reville is a former teacher and administrator, executive director of the Pew Forum on StandardsBased School Reform and senior lecturer at the Harvard University Graduate School of Education. He co-founded
Massachusetts Business Alliance for Education and chaired the Massachusetts Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education. Reville currently directs the Executive Office of Education in Massachusetts as the Commonwealth’s
Secretary of Education.
In addition, the following individuals were integral to collaboration in Springfield and were interviewed for the study:
Arlindo Alves, Professional Relations Associate for Springfield Education Association and Joint Labor-Management
Team Member
Sylvia deHaas-Phillips, Senior Vice President Community Impact & Engagement, United Way of Pioneer Valley
Denise Hurst, Vice Chair of Springﬁeld School Committee
Rosemary Kalloch, Director of Social Studies and Springfield Administrators Association Representative, Springfield
Public Schools
Jill Norton, Former Executive Director, Rennie Center for Education Research & Policy
Peter Reese, Teacher; Springfield Education Association Vice President
Patricia Spradley, Chief Parent & Community Engagement Officer, Springﬁeld Public Schools
Mary Walachy, Executive Director, Irene E. & George A. Davis Foundation
Bill Ward, President & Chief Executive Officer, Hampden County Regional Employment Board
Daniel Warwick, Deputy Superintendent, Springﬁeld Public Schools

Rennie Center for Education Research and Policy
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Rennie Center Labor-Management Initiative
Launched in 2003, the Rennie Center for Education Research & Policy’s Labor-Management Initiative (LMI) is
an ambitious effort to support labor-management collaboration in Massachusetts school districts, and advance
knowledge of best practices in labor-management collaboration. LMI promotes a theory of change that by placing student learning at the core of collective decision-making, student achievement will improve. Opportunities
are created for professionals to collaborate and innovate prior to responding to local challenges, allowing
knowledge and evidence to be better leveraged for the benefit of children. Rennie Center founder and current
Massachusetts Secretary of Education Paul Reville calls it a “high-priority reform approach that creates mutual
ownership of student learning.”
In 2005, the Rennie Center published Win-Win Labor-Management Collaboration in Education: Breakthrough
Practices to Benefit Students, Teachers, and Administrators, a compilation of research on strategies, practices
and systemic reforms to strengthen the quality of professional relationships in education. Since that time, the
Rennie Center has worked with nearly a dozen, mostly urban, Massachusetts school districts, providing “Change
Coach” facilitators, exposing them to learning opportunities in statewide meetings, and assisting them in developing a new set of practices in labor-management collaboration. Its strong track record of success includes the
following:
n In

Falmouth, a team of labor and management leaders used the construction of a new high school as an

opportunity to redesign the high school’s schedule and program to emphasize college and career readiness.
n In

Southbridge, one of the state’s lowest performing school districts, a team of labor and management lead-

ers worked together for two years to craft a winning proposal for expanded learning time funding from the
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE), securing nearly $1 million in
new funding for the struggling school system.
n In

Worcester, the superintendent and the labor leadership worked to establish the new role of “coach,”

which was the first step in creating differentiated roles and leadership opportunities for teachers.
n In

Springfield, labor-management collaboration has contributed to policy and structure changes that afford

labor leaders roles in key areas of work at both the district and school levels. Multiple community partners
also participate in labor-management exchange, and large investments have been made by external funders
and allies at the local, state, and national level.
In 2011, the Rennie Center, working with its long-standing partner Community Matters and other state education leaders, worked with the superintendents, union presidents and school committee leaders of ten different
Massachusetts school districts to explore the possibility of developing a statewide community of practice on
labor-management collaboration. This work leveraged the districts’ participation in the nation’s first conference
on labor-management collaboration in public schools, convened by U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan,
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten, and National Education Association President
Dennis van Roekel.
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Five Lessons in Labor-Management-Community
Collaboration
The Definition of a Successful School and KEYS survey work established a foundation for an evolving districtunion partnership in Springfield. However, the collaboration had yet to reach the classroom in a deep and meaningful
way. The next five lessons explain how Springfield attempted to build on its early work to transform the ways adults
interacted and students learned. There were still challenges to overcome:
“Everyone—the district, union,
Burke left the district in 2008, an economic recession hit the country, and
and community—has to
significant state reforms created turmoil in the lowest-performing schools in
work together. Some things
the district. Despite this instability, the collaboration between the district and
can be mandated. Reform is
union remained resilient as it expanded into the community and deepened
into the classroom. For Ingram, labor-management-community collabora
not one of them. You need
tion was the key to improving student achievement in SPS: “Everyone—the
to collaborate out of dire
district, union, and community—has to work together. Some things can be
necessity for the children.”
mandated. Reform is not one of them. You need to collaborate out of dire
Superintendent Ingram
necessity for the children.”

LESSON 1

Use data to maintain focus and drive action plans that center on student needs.
The first thing that strikes visitors to Springfield is the language and tone used by district, union, and community
leaders. District and union leaders all speak about the common needs of “our kids.” Springfield Education Associa
tion (SEA) President Collins is often heard repeating, “The focus has to be on kids and what is best for kids.” From
Superintendent Ingram is a similar refrain: “Always bring it back to the kids; when we make it better for the kids, we
make it better for the adults in the system.” Establishing a unified focus centered on what is best for students required
hundreds of hours of working together and months of meetings. It also meant taking a few steps backwards in order
to move forward when personnel changed or policies shifted. The KEYS Steering Committee had analyzed the
survey data, presented to schools and teachers, received feedback, and implemented a small, school-based, coaching,
pilot program at two schools. Yet, while the district transitioned to a new superintendent, Ingram, the most difficult
work remained. Springfield Public Schools (SPS) still needed to craft action plans to address the three most serious
problems identified by the Steering Committee from the KEYS survey data: inconsistent expectations for student
learning, concerns about unsafe learning environments in some schools, and lack of opportunities for teachers in
shared decision-making.

Staying Focused on Kids with a New Superintendent
In the spring of 2008, the KEYS Steering Committee had just begun the difficult work of addressing its top concerns
when the collaborative effort was dealt a serious blow. In one of its final moves, the Financial Control Board (FCB)
opened up a search for a new superintendent, sending the message to Superintendent Burke that his time in SPS was
coming to an end.25 While the KEYS Steering Committee continued to meet, the FCB conducted a national search
over the spring and early summer for a new superintendent. The FCB selected Ingram, a former military leader and
graduate of the Broad Superintendent’s Academy, to lead SPS. He started full-time in the position on July 1, 2008.
With the arrival of a new superintendent, the district-union collaborative efforts and KEYS initiative easily could
have been abandoned or deemed a low priority. In general, a key stumbling block for developing productive labormanagement relations in other districts has been the brief tenure of urban school superintendents—the average ur
ban superintendent lasts about 3.5 years.26 Members of the KEYS Steering Committee felt that they had worked too
hard and made too much progress not to make a strong case to the new superintendent that the team should continue
its work. District and union committee members had moved beyond simply looking at KEYS survey data; they were
Rennie Center for Education Research and Policy
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now working together to solve problems that impacted student learning. KEYS Steering Committee member and
Massachusetts Teachers Association UniServ Director Nancy deProsse remembered, “We had built a strong relation
ship amongst ourselves; we were doing things like resolving grievances and addressing issues in the schools that we
weren’t able to do before.” The Steering Committee decided that the best way to introduce the new superintendent to
the collaborative effort was to invite Ingram to participate in a Steering Committee meeting.
At the meeting, Ingram listened as the group conducted its regular business and discussed the collaboration and why
it was important to sustain. Ingram was impressed by the way union and district leaders jointly-focused on what was
best for student learning. “Superintendents always talk about what to throw away,” Ingram explained, “but just as im
portant was what to keep.” At the end of the meeting it was clear that Ingram supported sustaining the district-union
collaboration. He asked members to present their work to the next district-wide principals meeting. As deProsse said,
“It made us realize right away that he was going to buy into this idea of collaboration.”
Members of the Steering Committee were not the only people promoting district-union collaboration in Springfield.
As Ingram spent the first months of his superintendency listening to the Springfield community, he heard additional
support for labor-management collaboration from key business and non-profit leaders, teachers, and community
members. For example, at the Springfield-based Irene E. & George A. Davis Foundation, Executive Director Mary
Walachy expressed her perspective, “You cannot have a reform-focused agenda without a good relationship with the
[teachers’] union. The only way to make long-term profound change is to work within systems.” Bill Ward, president
and CEO of the Hampden County Regional Employment Board, described the collaboration succinctly, “Once you
step into it, you have to be in it for the long haul. This kind of change is a long-term process that demands a longterm commitment.”27

Gathering More Data and Developing Action Plans
With Ingram’s support and engagement, the Steering Committee refocused on the KEYS work. Ingram also helped
the team gather additional information on the effectiveness of school leadership teams and central office departments
using the Organizational Health Indicator survey.28 The survey complemented the school-level KEYS results with
insights into the capacity of district leadership across ten dimensions. Using the combined data, the Steering Com
mittee began to develop action plans to address the three issues identified. The action plans for the three areas were
then incorporated into the district’s overall improvement plan.
Inconsistent expectations for student learning. One of the more controversial findings that emerged from the data was

that Springfield teachers had varying expectations for what all students could learn. Initially, there were heated con
versations on the Steering Committee about what exactly it meant that SPS had scored low on the statement “school
operates under the assumption that all students can learn.” However, as the Committee members unpacked their con
cerns and met with teachers in schools, they found the problem to be less about belief and more about preparation.29
Teachers felt they did not have the skills and knowledge needed to meet the diverse learning needs of their students.
As Steering Committee members were having difficult conversations about teacher capacity, the district was begin
ning to implement a new comprehensive teacher evaluation system, the Springfield Teacher Evaluation and Develop
ment System. An outgrowth of the contentious bargaining process with the FCB, the new system created a process
for evaluating teachers and included the new roles of instructional leadership specialists and teacher leaders to help
struggling teachers.30 With the new evaluation system in place, the Steering Committee recommended that the district
and union form a small working group to develop the rubrics, observation forms, and evaluation reports needed for
the evaluation. This joint working team then created the evaluation instruments used for all district teachers, teacher
leaders, librarians, and counselors. The district also asked SEA to help train teachers and administrators on the new
instrument. This joint implementation of the new evaluation reduced miscommunication and increased buy-in. As
one union leader noted, “It ensured that principals and teachers were receiving the same message at the same time
from the same people.”
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The district and union also collaborated on a new professional development (PD) system aligned with its new, less
experienced teacher workforce. Prior to 2008, the PD offered was a relic from when a majority of SPS teachers had
more than ten years of experience. deProsse explained the new reality, “Two-thirds of teachers were new, but PD
kept on going like that wasn’t the case.” To revise the district’s PD offerings, the SEA’s Professional Development
Committee met regularly with SPS staff members from the Professional Development Office. Together, they shifted
PD from a centralized weeklong process to a school-based one where school leadership teams decided how to use
PD funds. New teacher orientation was also revamped with union input.
Concerns about unsafe learning environments. Another important concern raised by many teachers in the KEYS sur

vey was the belief that some schools were not safe learning environments. Many new teachers struggled with manag
ing classroom behavior. In Springfield, with its large percentage of new teachers, creating a safe learning environ
ment became a district-wide issue. To address the problem, the union and district met to discuss various approaches
to reducing problematic behaviors across schools. Together they decided that the Positive Behavioral Interventions
and Supports model met the needs of SPS students and teachers.31 To implement the model, each school formed a
leadership team composed of the principal, teachers, and other staff members who made joint decisions about the
school’s culture.
Lack of opportunities for shared decision-making. The third concern identified by the KEYS data and highlighted for

action by the Steering Committee was that Springfield teachers felt they had little say in how the district and schools
operated. “The basic idea is for teachers to stop being the objects of reform,” said Collins, “and start being the
architects of reform.” Incorporating teacher voice into school and district decisions meant including teachers or their
representatives on senior leadership teams, a move some superintendents are hesitant to make. Ingram had a differ
ent perspective. Entering as the new superintendent, Ingram found himself in meeting after meeting with different
labor and district leaders. At the same time, Ingram knew that if he was committed to collaborating, he would have
to spend even more time with union leaders.
The solution seemed simple: invite Collins, deProsse, and other union heads to join him and senior district leaders
on the district-wide Instructional Leadership Team (ILT). Rather than meeting with SEA leaders separately, inviting
them to participate in ILT meetings enabled district leaders to spend more time with them and develop better rela
tionships. Ingram explained his rationale, “Time is the enemy. If you are trying to build a relationship with someone,
then you have to spend time with them. You can’t work in isolation to get the kind of results needed.” In his first year
as superintendent, Ingram appointed Collins and deProsse to the ILT. Not everyone agreed with the decision; Ingram
received criticism from some of his senior cabinet members. “My staff thought I had lost my mind,” Ingram remem
bered, “they said to me, ‘you’re going to bring him [Collins] into our meetings, where we decide what goes on in
schools. What are you thinking?’”
While it had an uneven start, the ILT eventually transformed into a powerful, decision-making committee heav
ily involved in implementing the reforms embedded in Massachusetts’ winning Race to the Top application. In the
beginning, the ILT highlighted the tension between intentional collaboration and urgent action. Or as Ingram asked,
“How do you give people a sense of urgency while giving them their voice?” Using data was one way to navigate the
tension, and focus the team on establishing and maintaining momentum. In Springfield, the KEYS and Organization
al Health survey data highlighted fundamental problems facing the district, kept conversations focused on student
needs, and allowed leaders to jointly craft specific action plans.

Rennie Center for Education Research and Policy
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LESSON 2

Expect unexpected disruptions to collaboration, and do not give up when they
occur.
The strength of collaboration in Springfield was best seen in the district and union’s reactions when unexpected man
dates materialized or planned initiatives did not go as intended. Springfield Education Association (SEA) President
Collins, Superintendent Ingram, Nancy deProsse, and others never gave up working together to solve the problems
they faced. The leaders worked to build disagreement into their daily discussions. As Collins noted, “You have to be
willing to disagree with each other without being disagreeable.” The issues that threatened the working relationship
between Springfield Public Schools (SPS) and SEA over the last several years were not minor. They involved the
failed implementation of interest-based bargaining in contract negotiations and state intervention in ten of Spring
field’s lowest performing schools. With each incident, some thought the collaboration would end. However, the
partnership prevailed as union and district leaders remained committed to working together.

Interest-based Bargaining Challenges
In 2009, with their collaborative partnership growing stronger, Ingram and Collins agreed to try something different
in the next round of contract negotiations. The teachers’ contract that had been in place since 2006 was set to expire
in June 2010. In the beginning of the 2009-2010 school year, the SPS and SEA negotiating teams settled on using
interest-based bargaining (IBB) to negotiate the next contract. IBB is a negotiating approach that emphasizes actual
needs as opposed to positions. The basic idea is that the sides define their common interests and work together to
craft mutually beneficial solutions.32 After agreeing to use IBB in the negotiation, the district and union sat down
at the collective bargaining table in January 2010. Because Springfield’s mayor chaired the school committee and
believed in the importance of having a strong city presence at the bargaining table, the chief negotiator and other of
ficials from the city of Springfield also participated. The inclusion of a negotiating team from the city created a new
tension in the room. One lingering concern of both the SEA and the SPS was the role of city funding: in seven of the
previous nine years, Springfield had failed to meet its minimum local contribution to public schools as required by
Massachusetts law.33 In addition, prior to this contract negotiation, the city had not been a part of the collaborative
efforts over the last several years. Now, the city had as many people on its negotiating team as the district, bringing
the total number of people at the bargaining table to 23.

Collective Bargaining 101
Collective bargaining is a process by which employers (i.e. management) and a group of employees negotiate the regulations that govern workplace conditions. Employees are typically represented by elected leaders from a labor organization or union, but final agreement is achieved by a vote of all organization members. The result of collective bargaining
procedures is a contract known as a collective agreement. In public education, management is primarily represented
by the school district superintendent, although other municipal and school officials may participate in contract negotiations. Through collective bargaining, school systems determine salary scales, work schedules and hours, professional
development requirements, hiring and dismissal practices, grievance mechanisms, and other essential workplace policies.

The negotiation did not go as Collins or Ingram had hoped. Despite their attempts to follow IBB practices, the sides
kept sliding back into positional bargaining. The SPS and SEA teams spent a lot of time bringing the city team up to
speed on recent initiatives and collaborative efforts. The large size of the committee made building personal con
nections and discussing the complexities of teaching and learning difficult. In addition, the experienced and wellregarded facilitator—on assignment from the Massachusetts Labor Relations Board to help the group to learn and
use IBB—had to leave unexpectedly in the middle of the negotiation.
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After five months of bargaining, the three sides settled on a mutual decision about compensation for the next two
years, and agreed to a contract that left all other aspects of the prior collective agreement in effect. Collins called
the negotiation a “very frustrating experience.” Ingram found the negotiations and their limited results to be deeply
disappointing. Despite these difficulties, neither Collins nor Ingram gave up on using IBB in future negotiations.
Starting in the 2011-2012 school year, the district, union, and the city has begun another attempt with IBB. This time
the group has the help of a facilitator from the U.S. Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service.

State Intervention in 20 Percent of Springfield’s Schools
Just as Collins, Ingram, and city leaders struggled through their first attempt at IBB contract negotiations, the
Springfield collaboration faced another setback. In early March 2010, the Massachusetts Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education (DESE) released a list of 35 of the state’s “most persistently low-performing schools.”34
These “Level 4” schools were selected based on their four-year performance in math and English language arts on
the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System.35 In January, a few months prior to the announcement, the
state passed An Act Relative to the Achievement Gap, which gave DESE and district superintendents sweeping pow
ers to intervene in Level 4 schools.
Under the law, Massachusetts superintendents were given an extremely tight timeline to develop action plans for the
Level 4 schools in their districts. Within three months, for each of the Level 4 schools, superintendents had to con
vene a stakeholder group, solicit recommendations from the group, and submit an improvement plan to their school
committees and DESE.36 Driven largely by criteria established in U.S. Department of Education’s Race to the Top
(RTTT) competition, the turnaround plan could include a new curriculum, expanded day, changes to the collective
bargaining agreement, teacher dismissal, or a requirement for all teachers and the principal to reapply for their jobs.
In addition, if the plan used one of the RTTT-sanctioned approaches, the school was eligible for federal aid.37
When the names of the Level 4 schools were announced on March 4, 2010, Collins and Ingram knew that some SPS
schools would be on the list. However, they were surprised to find out how many. A total of ten SPS schools serving
more than 6,600 students—nearly a quarter of the district—were identified as Level 4.38 With the fast-approaching
deadline and pressure from DESE, the district minimized collaboration with the union over the next several months.
All Level 4 schools in Springfield lengthened each school-day by 45 minutes, implemented additional academic in
tervention programs, and changed the process by which teachers transferred between schools. In addition, the Level
4 schools prepared to implement a new teacher evaluation system that incorporated student growth as a measure of
performance, as required by An Act Relative to the Achievement Gap. The schools also created principal-led school
teams of teachers and instructional leaders to implement and monitor the improvement plans.
Despite having some say in how the turnaround plan was carried out in their schools, teachers felt deeply frustrated
by the top-down nature of the response to the Level 4 mandates. As one teacher commented, “Things were initially
set up for teachers to have a voice, but then ideas were squashed in the Level 4 process.” In addition, while teachers
received a stipend for the additional 45-minutes of work each day, the amount was less than their pro-rated salary.
Some teachers felt that they were treated as “less valuable” for the 45 minutes. To address teachers’ concerns about
lack of collaboration in decision-making about Level 4 schools, the district has established a Level 4 Steering Com
mittee composed of SPS leaders, community members, and representatives from the SEA and support staff.

Never Giving Up
Despite the challenges with IBB and the Level 4 schools upheaval, Ingram and Collins remain steadfast in their
commitment to collaborate. Conversations are often tense and full of conflict. “It is not all Kumbaya,” said Collins,
“but, we remember that we have more in common than not.”
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LESSON 3

Build collaborative structures and relationships that extend beyond the
superintendent’s office.
Leadership turnover constantly threatened the sustainability of collaborative efforts in Springfield. Although Collins
has been president of the Springfield Education Association (SEA) for 15 years, the district has had two superinten
dents between 2007 and 2012. In addition, in the period between 2009 and 2011, Springfield Public Schools (SPS)
had three different chief academic officers. To address the high turnover of the superintendent position and the senior
cabinet, leaders in Springfield worked hard to build opportunities for joint interaction at multiple levels in the dis
trict. The KEYS Steering Committee was a good start, but Superintendent Ingram sought to move the collaboration
to permanent standing committees, such as the Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) and Superintendent’s Budget
Committee. By appointing deProsse, of the Massachusetts Teachers Association, and Collins to the ILT, Ingram took
the district-union collaborative relationship deeper. However, as the union leaders soon realized, attending senior
level committee meetings with district leaders did not automatically lead to collaboration. Effective district-union
collaboration required restructuring the ILT. Once the team began functioning well, the ILT became the driving
force in the Springfield’s Race to the Top (RTTT) work. Then in the spring of 2011, the ILT merged into the district’s
Senior Leadership Team.

Building the Capacity of the ILT
Established prior to Superintendent Ingram’s arrival, the ILT was a 20-member district-wide committee charged with
overseeing nearly everything that had to do with teaching and learning in SPS— grants, special programs, discipline
policies, curriculum, and grading. Led by the district’s chief academic officer, ILT members included curriculum
directors and chief schools officers. When Collins and deProsse joined the ILT in the 2008-2009 school year, they
found that committee members were not really working together. Members were hesitant to share their expertise and
knowledge about what was going on in schools. deProsse explained her initial interactions with the ILT, “We tried
to get discussions going. But we were often the only ones who said anything, because we were safe. Everyone else’s
boss was running the meeting.”
At the end of the school year, there was turnover in the leadership of the committee, and Collins and deProsse saw
their opportunity to build the capacity of the ILT. They approached senior SPS leaders about forming a volunteer
working group to look at the structure, culture, and functioning of the ILT. The SPS leaders agreed, and deProsse, in
collaboration with the new chief academic officer, moved forward with overhauling the ILT. With facilitation support
from an outside organization,39 they brought together a small group of people from the ILT to redesign the commit
tee’s work. The group then reconvened the ILT and discussed as a whole group how to make the committee function
better. deProsse recalled, “We talked about the problems we all saw and what we would like to see changed.”
A few meetings after this discussion, the ILT began to function like a collaborative team. People questioned each
other respectfully, brought their insights to problems, and worked together to develop solutions. According to Col
lins, ILT members began to have “deep, thorough discussions about the focus of the district.” The ILT created a
common template for all grants and ensured the district was not piling one reform on top of another. Collins said of
the ILT’s work, “We couldn’t put another thing on teachers’ plates without taking something off. We had to narrow
our focus and look at the data.”

Extending Collaborative Relationships
Just as the ILT was coming together, it was announced that Massachusetts had won $250 million in Round 2 of the
RTTT competition.40 The district would receive funding from the grant and members of the ILT agreed that their
committee was best equipped to handle implementation of the RTTT reforms. The group formed five subcommit
tees based on the RTTT work—Evaluation, Common Core State Standards, College and Career Readiness, Human
Capital, and Data—with each subcommittee co-chaired by two people from the ILT. With the leadership structure in
12

place, the ILT opened up participation on the subcommittees to teachers and principals. Teachers applied to be on the
subcommittee of their choosing and some principals were asked to serve. These subcommittees then took over the
district’s RTTT work with the subcommittee chairs meeting periodically to share their progress.
While the district had created the opportunity for teachers to participate in these decision-making subcommittees, it
took some encouragement before teachers felt comfortable voicing their opinion. According to Collins, many teach
ers were used to operating in a system where “loyalty to the institution meant agreeing with the institution.” Collins
joked about the “double-bind” teachers often found themselves in, “Speak up, get involved. You have nothing to lose
but your job.” But, for genuine collaboration to take place, as Ingram pointed out, teachers need both the opportunity
and willingness to speak up. To get teachers on the subcommittees to share their knowledge, it finally took the ex
plicit encouragement of deProsse and Collins. “We had to say,” deProsse recounted, “you have the opportunity, now
use your voice.”
While the RTTT subcommittees continued to meet, Ingram merged the ILT with the SPS Senior Leadership Team
(SLT) in the spring of 2011.41 Collins and deProsse now worked together with the top-level SPS administrators to
craft district policy and strategy. However, some of the same problems initially encountered with the ILT surfaced
with the SLT. The group was large, with over 20 members, and did not always have productive discussions. While
deProsse and Collins were frustrated by the change, particularly since the ILT had become so effective, they also
knew this was another opportunity to help the district’s senior leaders collaborate more effectively. The SLT was a
work-in-progress, and deProsse and Collins felt they were forming stronger relationships with committee members.
Some problems previously addressed through formal grievances were now being solved by working together with
members of the SLT. Most importantly, through the RTTT subcommittee work, teachers began to have a voice in the
direction of SPS. The remaining challenge was bringing the collaborative efforts to the neighborhood- and schoollevel, something Collins, deProsse, and Ingram hope to accomplish with a grant from the National Education
Association Foundation and the creation of the Springfield Collaboration for Change.

LESSON 4

Rely on third-party facilitators to initiate difficult discussions, keep
conversations productive, and maintain momentum.
In nearly every chapter of the Springfield collaboration story, the support of a third-party facilitator played a key
role. At the outset, the Rennie Center and then-President Reville helped the district and union work together to form
the Springfield Joint Labor-Management Initiative and develop the Definition of a Successful School (see Appendix
A). When Reville was appointed Massachusetts Secretary of Education, the Rennie Center invited Andrew Bundy
from Community Matters to become the lead facilitator in Springfield. Bundy helped sustain the collaboration
through superintendent turnover, collaborative bargaining challenges, and the Level 4 school designations.
These positive experiences with the Rennie Center led Superintendent Ingram and Springfield Education Association
(SEA) President Collins to seek out the help of other facilitators. Springfield leaders asked an organization called
Focus on Results to help revamp the Instructional Leadership Team (ILT). When the ILT created the Race to the Top
subcommittees, Springfield Public Schools (SPS) asked District Management Council, a consulting firm helping on
other strategic work, to assist members engage in productive conflict. Third-party facilitators played a key role in the
change process in Springfield. As Nancy deProsse said, “When you are trying to make a sea change from a noncollaborative environment to a collaborative environment, third-party facilitation is absolutely necessary.”
Every facilitator had a different approach, but their ends were the same—initiate discussions, keep conversations
productive, and maintain momentum. The facilitators played an even more important role when there was leader
ship turnover. They helped maintain consistency, but did not allow past transgressions to derail the relationship. The
key, explained Ingram, is to “honor the past, but don’t be held hostage to it.” Collins followed, “And the best way to
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honor the past is to learn from it.” When things became heated in meetings, facilitators were there to remind Collins,
Ingram, and others of their commitment to collaboration and productive conflict.

Promoting Collaboration
When the Financial Control Board (FCB) was in control, then-Superintendent Burke and Collins were often publicly
“at war” with each other. In 2004, with Collins as president, the SEA charged that Burke had “failed as an advocate
for Springfield’s students.” 42 While Burke did not have equally harsh words for the union, he did not make any public
statements that went against the controversial actions of the FCB—inaction that essentially aligned him with the un
popular board. Despite the hostile environment, behind the scenes Reville was having conversations with Burke and
Collins about working together. He encouraged the SPS and SEA leaders to build their dialogue on common ground.
This eventually led Burke and Collins to the Definition of a Successful School initiative. Reville also held Collins
and Burke accountable to keep moving forward with the collaboration. When the district delayed the release of the
Definition, Reville kept the collaborative work in the minds of Collins and Burke through regular meetings and
phone calls. Reville explained, “The discipline of having to meet regularly kept a channel of communication open.
The real challenge was keeping it going. I was calling up [Burke or Collins], saying, ‘How is it going? I am going to
be there in a month from now. I expect to see you there.’”
Reville did more than just encourage collaboration and help initiate conversations. He also served as an outlet
for Burke and Collins when conversations broke down or the FCB made an unexpected decision that harmed the
district-union relationship. As Reville said, “As a result of Burke and Collins continuing to come to the table, the
discussions served as a refuge from the hard-edged bargaining process. It was a welcome outlet.” Burke or Collins
could also speak to Reville privately and express frustrations about a situation. After some cathartic venting, Reville
could bring the two together for a calmer and more productive discussion.

Sustaining Collaboration
The spring of 2008 was a period of significant change for SPS. In March, Reville was appointed Massachusetts Sec
retary of Education, a position he would officially start on July 1 of that year. A month later, Burke announced that
he would not pursue a contract extension to remain superintendent in Springfield. With two people essential to the
nascent district-union collaborative leaving at the same time, many thought the partnership would end. Support from
the Rennie Center through Bundy from Community Matters helped bridge the gap left by the departures of Reville
and Burke.
In May 2008, Bundy picked up where Reville left off as Springfield’s labor-management facilitator and met for the
first time with Burke, Collins, and Reville. Shortly thereafter, the FCB named Ingram as the district’s new superin
tendent. The series of events marked an important turning point in the district-union collaboration. There was deep
uncertainty about whether any collaboration would continue with the arrival of Ingram as the new superintendent.
While Collins recommitted to the partnership and Burke and Reville offered their support as they transitioned out of
the district, Ingram’s buy-in was essential to sustaining the collaboration. Bundy explained it was a pivotal moment,
“There was a period of uncertainty about the new superintendent and whether he would support the collaboration.”
Over the next few months, Bundy worked with Collins and deProsse to inform Ingram on the collaborative work.
They explained the prior work with the Definition of a Successful School and the KEYS survey. Ingram also at
tended the KEYS Steering Committee meeting, where he decided that the group should present to the district’s
principals. Ultimately, Ingram saw that the collaboration not only worked, but also would benefit from additional
investment. He redoubled the district’s KEYS efforts and appointed Collins and deProsse to the ILT.
Two years later, the district and union faced another barrier. The contract negotiations using interest-based bargain
ing (IBB) were not going well, and the Level 4 schools process underway included minimal input from teachers.
Both Ingram and Collins felt aggrieved. Ingram was not happy with what he perceived as an inflexible approach by
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the SEA bargaining team in contract negotiations. At the same time, SEA leaders and teachers were upset about the
lack of union involvement in district decisions about the Level 4 schools.
Bundy worked to bring the groups back together by facilitating two “reset” meetings in November and December of
2010. At the meetings, Ingram, Collins, and SPS and SEA leaders expressed their anger and frustrations at what they
perceived as the other party’s refusal to work collaboratively. According to Bundy, “The meetings were pivotal. They
helped clear the air. Alan [Ingram] and Tim [Collins] got their grievances against one another out of their systems.”
In separate one-on-one meetings, leading up to the “reset” meetings, Bundy reminded each of them how much they
had been helped by the other. “You can say that he’s never done anything for you, but here are a few things he has
done,” Bundy would tell Collins or Ingram, “Tim, what about when Alan put you on the ILT and Budget Commit
tee?” or “Alan, what about the time when Tim stood up at the big Race to the Top meeting and said, ‘We have to do
this.’ He not only said it to superintendents and policy makers, he said it to his peers across the state.”

Building Capacity
True success for third-party facilitation is to reach a point when the collaborative relationship no longer requires a
third-party facilitator. Moreover, for Bundy and other facilitators, the ultimate goal is capacity-building—to shift the
work from individual leaders to an internal culture of collaboration. Springfield still has a long way to go before the
support of third-party facilitators is no longer needed, particularly with the arrival of a new superintendent in schoolyear 2012-2013. Yet, the partnership continues and every step is seen as progress. As Bundy recalled, “I will never
forget the first time I heard Alan refer to Tim as ‘Timmy’, a nickname that his long-time colleagues sometimes use.
That was important because it showed the kind of relationship they had formed: they were still just as likely to go at
it in debates with one another, but they were on a different, surer footing. They had earned a different level of trust.”

LESSON 5

Invite community organizations to lead on-the-ground efforts to improve
student learning, and involve community leaders in district leadership teams.
Springfield Public Schools (SPS) and the Springfield Education Association (SEA) leaders have taken substantial
steps to broaden their collaborative efforts to include schools and community organizations. To Superintendent
Ingram, this was the only way to ensure that improvements lasted beyond any one superintendent’s tenure: “Real
education reforms are developed by the community with buy-in.” SPS has long had strong partnerships with local
organizations in the community. The district has worked together with the United Way of Pioneer Valley (UWPV)
and the Hasbro Corporation to bolster student learning in summer programs through the Hasbro Summer Learning
Initiative.43 For nearly a decade, SPS and SEA have partnered with the community organizing group, Pioneer Valley
Project, to develop the parent-teacher home visit program. In addition, SPS and SEA collaborate with the Irene E. &
George A. Davis Foundation, UWPV, and the Hampden County Regional Employment Board on the Talk/Read/Succeed initiative, which targeted literacy interventions to 200 families in two low-income housing developments.44
Each community collaboration brought together several organizations to address a specific challenge: summer learn
ing loss, parent engagement and early literacy. Yet, Ingram, SEA President Collins, and deProsse, of the Massachusetts Teachers Association, still saw the need for a comprehensive collaboration that could get everyone in the
community—schools, unions, foundations, non-profits, and families—working together to help students learn. Their
decision was consistent with research that shows that complex social problems, such as poverty and low student
achievement, cut across organizational boundaries.45 These and other problems could only be solved through labormanagement-community collaboration, or what Bundy of Community Matters calls the “community solution.”
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Finding Support for the Community Solution
Implementing the community solution in Springfield would take a significant amount of money, which, in an era of
budget cuts, was difficult to obtain. Fortunately, soon after arriving in her current position and observing the begin
nings of the labor-management collaboration, deProsse was aware of a source of funds that could help launch a
comprehensive labor-management-community collaboration. The National Education Association (NEA) Founda
tion offered large multi-year grants to increase student achievement through district-union collaboration, increased
teaching effectiveness, and parent and community engagement with its Closing the Achievement Gaps Initiative.
After a national search in early 2009 to increase the number of districts participating in its Closing the Achievement
Gaps Initiative, the NEA Foundation invited Springfield and four other districts from among hundreds of districts
nationally to each apply for a planning grant. The Foundation then visited Springfield, meeting with deProsse, Col
lins, Ingram, Bundy, Mary Walachy of the Davis Foundation, and other community stakeholders in a series of gath
erings organized by the SPS-SEA team. At the conclusion of its visit, the Foundation determined that the Springfield
team had a solid theory of change, a track record of strong district-union collaboration, and a clear understanding of
the need for community engagement. In April 2009, it awarded Springfield a six-month planning grant.
As part of the planning phase, Ingram, Collins and deProsse asked for and received support from the Davis Founda
tion and UWPV. Working together with facilitation support from Bundy, the group generated a labor-managementcommunity collaboration plan that integrated parent-teacher home visits, the Hasbro Summer Learning Initiative,
joint district-union school leadership teams, and increased collaborative structures at the district level. The NEA
Foundation was impressed by the plan’s depth of collaboration and the integration of parent engagement and summer
learning work. In February 2010, the Springfield community was rewarded for its collaborative efforts with a $1.25
million five-year grant from the NEA Foundation and the Springfield Collaboration for Change was born.46

Springﬁeld Collaboration for Change Emerges
The goals of the Springfield Collaboration for Change (SCC) were twofold: deepen collaboration at the school-level
and increase parent and community engagement. Embedded within the goals were four key activities that all mem
bers of the SCC agreed were the most important factors impacting student learning.47 These included: aligning the
instructional core; monitoring results; strengthening parent partnerships; and building the capacity of all partners.48
To Collins, the success of the SCC would mean everyone in the Springfield community was working together on the
same goals supporting student learning. He compared the vision of what the SCC could become to the celebrated
community-collaboration, the Harlem Children’s Zone, “Our vision of the SCC is a Harlem Children’s Zone for
Springfield. All the people are on the same page, doing their part, to help students.”
To begin, the SCC focused on building collaborative school leadership teams, providing school-based support
coaches, and scaling up parent-teacher home visits to reach more families. To implement joint leadership teams in
schools, the SCC planned to restructure the existing school-based leadership team, so that half of the members were
elected by the staff in the school.49 The transformed school leadership team was then supported by two instructional
coaches—a former teacher and a former principal.
The final component of the SCC plan was the expansion and strengthening of a parent-teacher home visit program
that had been run by the district in collaboration with the Pioneer Valley Project and SEA since 2006.50 With a part
ner, teachers visited student homes twice a year: first, for a one-hour introductory visit designed to foster a personal
connection; and second, to bring some capacity-building information to parents. The home visiting component also
aligned the Talk/Read/Succeed program and the Springfield Parent Academy. Funded by the Davis and W. K. Kellogg
Foundations and administered by the Regional Employment Board, the Talk/Read/Succeed program provided parents
and families in two housing developments with intensive support to help their children’s language development.
The Springfield Parent Academy offered additional supports to parents, families, and caregivers through courses and
seminars on supporting children’s academic learning. The overall approach was to integrate all the resources avail
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able to parents and families into a tight network of support for each child in Springfield. As Collins explained, “We
are trying to get a culture that connects parents to schools. Our framework is about strengthening the ability of kids;
it is about the community, parents, teachers, and kids.”

Implementing the Springﬁeld Collaboration for Change
With the components of the model outlined, the SCC Leadership Team began implementation. The Leadership Team
established a working group to develop criteria to select the first “Collaboration Schools” that would participate in
the SCC initiative.51 Through the early fall, interested schools applied and the Leadership Team interviewed prin
cipals. At schools that passed through the first round, staff members were asked to complete a survey about their
willingness to participate in the project and conduct home visits. Only schools with 70 percent or more of staff mem
bers willing to participate were considered as potential Collaboration Schools. Eventually, the SCC Leadership Team
selected four Collaboration Schools to participate in the 2010-2011 implementation.52
Through the winter, the SCC Leadership Team and Collaboration Schools proceeded with hiring instructional coach
es and restructuring the school leadership teams to be more collaborative. While there were challenges, by the late
spring of 2011, the four schools had shown progress in implementing the SCC components. The schools had hired
coaches and set up collaborative school leadership teams. In addition, 80 teachers were trained to conduct home
visits, and a number of home visits were conducted across the four schools. Three of the schools also integrated the
Hasbro Summer Learning Initiative with success.53

Impact of the Springﬁeld Collaboration for Change
By the fall of 2011, the impact of the SCC initiative in the four schools was starting to emerge. Principals were
beginning to see that teachers who went on home visits were changing the way they taught, and parents were becom
ing more engaged in the school. One Collaboration School principal explained, “It’s basically a relationship-building
experience…Parents are more apt to share with us information about their children. They are more relaxed to ask
questions about school. It builds an overall collaboration that really is essential for student achievement.” This was
particularly important in Springfield where students did not necessarily attend schools located in their own neighbor
hoods. “A lot of our students are bused in and don’t live nearby,” explained one teacher, “so, it’s good for a teacher
to go out and see where they live...and for parents to see that their teachers really want to help them and their child.”
Similarly, parents felt better informed about what was going on in school and how they could help support learning.
One father stated, “Before, I never knew what was going on; I never knew anything. I would just pick her up and
leave. Now I come in and say ‘Hi.’ You see people, you know people.”
SCC’s impact was also reaching beyond the classroom, throughout the schools and district. The newly formed school
leadership teams looked for ways to integrate teachers into the schools’ decision-making process. At the district
and community level, the SCC Leadership Team brought a new level of resource coordination to Springfield. With
leaders from the five major organizations—SPS, SEA, Davis Foundation, Regional Employment Board and the
UWPV—funding or leading work with children, the SCC Leadership Team could quickly see overlaps between
programs, gaps in services and opportunities to partner. Perhaps most importantly, the SCC helped build widespread
support for quality education and services for the children in Springfield. Said Ingram, “Community collaboration
helps build public trust and confidence. It is in the community’s best interest to work with schools.”
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Conclusion
There is no easy way to collaborate. “Collaboration in education is hard work,” Superintendent Ingram noted, “it
would be easier to just ignore it.” The challenge is establishing the support systems and structures and building
community commitment to deepen and sustain collaborative problem solving. Ingram,
Springfield Education Association (SEA) President Collins, and other leaders in Spring “Collaboration is as
fragile as the human
field are the first to acknowledge that their collaborative efforts need constant cultiva
relationships upon
tion. Collaborative efforts at the school level are growing, but have a long way to go
which it is based.”
before reaching the level desired by Springfield Public Schools and the SEA.
SEA President Collins

Springfield faces another test of the strength of its collaboration. Ingram will leave as
superintendent in July 2012, and a new superintendent will take his place. The leaders in Springfield believe their
collaboration will survive the transition, but they expect to revisit the key lessons they have learned to date. After all,
as Collins pointed out, “Collaboration is as fragile as the human relationships upon which it is based.”

Learning from Springfield
In Springfield, the district, union, and community work together in unique ways not found in most other urban school
districts in the United States. The leaders in Springfield have overcome extraordinary challenges—insolvency, state
takeover, bargaining impasses, and reform turmoil—to sustain and expand labor-management-community collabo
ration. Their successes, failures, and experiences offer many lessons for other districts across Massachusetts and
nationally. In this report, five of the most important lessons are highlighted:
L E S S O N 1 : Use data to maintain focus and drive action plans that center on student needs.
L E S S O N 2 : Expect unexpected disruptions to collaboration, and do not give up when they occur.
L E S S O N 3 : Build collaborative structures and relationships that extend beyond the superintendent’s office.
L E S S O N 4 : Rely on third-party facilitators to initiate difficult discussions, keep conversations productive, and

maintain momentum.
L E S S O N 5 : Invite community organizations to lead on-the-ground efforts to improve student learning, and

involve community leaders in district leadership teams.
Based on the experiences, leaders in Springfield suggest a few straightforward and low-cost steps for districts,
unions, or community leaders interested in starting a collaboration or deepening existing collaborative efforts:

Read the contract.
This simple and obvious first step is often overlooked by district and community leaders. One way leaders can “hon
or the past” without being “held hostage to it,” is to understand and learn from the hard work and debate captured in
the contract. This can form a basic first step in strengthening the district-union working relationship.
Use traditional committee structures for non-traditional collaborative meetings.
Time is an incredibly valuable resource in school reform. In Springfield, Ingram and Collins used time efficiently by
redesigning the senior leadership teams for collaboration. Then they used the reorganized collaborative committees
to implement state and federal policies such as Race to the Top and Level 4 schools. These traditional committee
structures provided an existing place and time to meet, eliminating the need to schedule yet another meeting.
Focus on what you agree on.
When individuals from different organizations representing different interests get together, it is easy to find topics of
disagreement. This is particularly true for any community with a long history of contentious district-union relations.
In meetings, district, union, and community leaders should challenge themselves to find agreement on an issue,
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problem, or definition. For Springfield, one early area of common ground included defining their shared goal of suc
cess, which led to the Definition of a Successful School. Find common ground, and work together on it.

Prepare to be uncomfortable.
Even decisions made with the best of intentions centered on improving student learning will have critics. In Spring
field, Ingram faced disapproval from his senior staff when he appointed union leaders to the Instructional Leadership
Team. Collins faced backlash from his membership for collaborating with Superintendent Burke and agreeing to
support Race to the Top. Collaboration involves learning to cope with discomfort and being open to productive
conflict.
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Appendix A
Springﬁeld Public Schools’ Definition of a Successful School, 2007
A successful school provides a broad, comprehensive education to all students. The school aims at high academic
achievement for all students and shows a pattern of steadily improving all students’ academic performance. Perfor
mance is measured in a variety of ways, and improvement is considered a function of individual growth and group
progress. Students learn much more than academics in the successful school.
The successful school projects a clear vision of excellent, equitable education. The school’s mission is to realize this
vision, and it employs a set of effective strategies for fulfilling its mission. All constituents in the community—ad
ministrators, teachers, students and parents—understand the school’s mission and support its strategies. In particular,
educators aim to engage students’ families as partners in the educational process. The school has clear, uniformly
high expectations for all students, and the school is organized to meet the learning needs of each and every student.
Finally, the school has clear goals against which it measures progress in terms of both current status and growth over
time. In meeting the goals, the school always adheres to a set of ethical values.
The successful school’s faculty is uniformly composed of skilled, caring and committed teachers who have the
knowledge, teaching expertise and drive to meet the learning needs of each and every student. The school’s adminis
trators share the faculty’s instructional expertise and commitment while inspiring and leading the school in a spirit of
a collaborative endeavor characterized by strong interpersonal, listening and communication skills, consistently sup
portive action and the balanced mediation of various interests. The professionals in the school actively work together
in an adult learning community that is relentlessly committed to student success.
The successful school’s professional learning community is based on a commitment to achieving high standards of
learning for each and every child. Administrators and faculty are committed to a process of continuously collaborat
ing to strengthen their own skills and knowledge so as to better serve the students. Professionals are attentive to the
whole child, including his/her social and emotional needs. The school has induction and mentoring programs for new
teachers. Leadership roles are shared among members and the professional development work is based on data on
student performance and needs. There is adequate time for genuine, collaborative professional work and learning.
There is an open, respectful dialogue between all parties and a high level of trust. In the end, the professional com
munity is focused on meeting the personal learning needs of all of the students.
The successful school does not operate in isolation. It is supported by the central office and works closely with teach
ers and with parents as partners in their children’s education. The school also seeks partnerships with the community
and various agencies and organizations which share the school’s interests in the children’s success. Infusing the work
of the school’s staff is an understanding of and appreciation for the rich diversity embodied in students’ lives.
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